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Modification History

Release 1. This is the first release of this unit of competency in the TLI Transport and Logistics Training Package.

Performance Evidence

Evidence required to demonstrate competence in this unit must be relevant to and satisfy all of the requirements of the elements and performance criteria on at least one occasion and include:

- assessing ullage compliance with the Australian Dangerous Goods (ADG) Code
- assigning HAZCHEM codes for a range of dangerous goods (DG) loads
- checking and amending DG transport documentation
- checking transport routes for suitability using a variety of methods
- completing and amending appropriate documentation as required
- determining proper shipping names for UN numbers
- determining the correct vehicle placarding for co-transport of multiple consignments identified by transport documents
- identifying and deciding what combination of DG labels and emergency information panels (EIPs) is required
- identifying packing groups and implications for transport of DG
- identifying required information on an emergency procedure guide
- identifying the primary hazards for common substances
- identifying UN numbers, UN classes and divisions of DG including packing groups and categories
- interpreting the meaning of a range of HAZCHEM codes
- locating information within the ADG Code and National Transport Commission (NTC) Load Restraint Guide
- locating regulatory procedure for carrying passengers
- locating the special provisions and associated instructions in the DG List
- making decisions about suitability to drive vehicle
- matching the primary hazard with the appropriate Class or Division
- selecting appropriate segregation method for incompatible DG
- selecting safety equipment effectively and in accordance with regulatory requirements
- stating the threshold for different Classes/Divisions of DG at which vehicle placarding, emergency procedures guide (EPGs), segregation, load restraint and Transport Emergency Response Plan (TERP) becomes mandatory
- using the ADG Code to identify compatible and incompatible combinations of goods
- using the DG List.
Knowledge Evidence

Evidence required to demonstrate competence in this unit must be relevant to and satisfy all of the requirements of the elements and performance criteria and include knowledge of:

- ADG code requirements for transporting nominally empty DG packaging
- appropriate communications strategies and equipment
- appropriate placarding of vehicles – rigid, combinations, tankers, freight containers, packaged plus placardable units, import/export markings, International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code
- appropriate ullage in large compartment tanks as per the ADG code
- common terms for transporting DG by road
- damaged and defective packages
- definitions for classifying a packaging as an IBC or pressure vessel or multiple element gas container (MEGC) or portable tank or road tanker or bulk container or freight container
- DG identification and classification
- differentiating and following the rules for empty containers
- driver, employer (prime contractor) and members’ of the organisations responsibilities when transporting DG by road including:
  - DG transfer activities
  - TERP
  - vehicle breakdowns
- empty containers
- format for proper shipping names
- hose maintenance and testing
- how to access information from a compliance plate from an intermediate bulk container (IBC), portable tank and freight container for identification
- how to assess operational suitability of equipment and vehicles for DG transportation
- how to assess suitability and serviceability of safety equipment including personal protective equipment (PPE)
- how to assess suitability of lighting levels
- how to compare a new package to a damaged package and how to decide on what action to take
- how to determine the placard load level for mixed class loads of DG
- how to identify hazards and how to plan work to minimise risks when transporting DG
- how to identify other persons, organisations and systems involved in the transport of DG by road
- how to identify the common responsibilities drivers share with consignors
- how to identify the regulatory requirements that apply to the transport of placard loads
• how to identify the vehicle placarding threshold for each Class/Division of DG
• how to recognise UN packaging specification
• how to report accidents, incidents or potential difficulties promptly, in accordance with legislation
• how to select appropriate equipment and work systems to enable safe, efficient work
• how to undertake hose assessment, maintenance and testing activities
• load restraint methods for transporting DG
• methods for bulk transfer
• methods of segregation – vehicles, cargo transport units and segregation devices
• methods to select suitable vehicle:
  • as a road vehicle to transport a freight container, portable tank or bulk; container fitted with corner castings – fitted with twist locks or other equipment for securing
  • as a road vehicle to transport a demountable tank or bulk container without corner castings and fitted with devices to secure the container
  • as a tank vehicle (in accordance with the relevant Section of the ADG Code)
  • for transporting goods
    • that it is clean
    • that is free of any defect that is likely to create a risk in transporting goods
• overpacks and how they are used
• primary hazards with Class or Division
• prohibited practices and objects
• rationale for correct vehicle positioning
• rationale for placing transport documentation in the cabin
• regulatory procedures for:
  • driving
  • loading
  • parking
  • planning routes
  • securing vehicle
  • uncoupling
  • unloading
• regulatory procedures for carrying passengers
• relevant emergency information procedures in an accident or incident
• relevant personnel and emergency services
• relevant safety equipment and PPE
• requirements of each individual and organisation to carry out their tasks safely
• role and function of a TERP
• role and purpose of DG transport documentation
• role and purpose of packing groups
• role and responsibilities of each member in the system and organisations related to transporting DG
• role, format and function of HAZCHEM codes
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Assessment Conditions

Assessors

As a minimum, assessors must satisfy applicable regulatory requirements, which include requirements in the Standards for Registered Training Organisations current at the time of assessment and:

- have at least 5 years relevant DG industry and operational experience or Competent Authority (i.e. the regulator for transporting DG) agreed relevant transport training experience
- meet any additional mandatory skills or qualifications required by the Competent Authority
- pass an assessment test approved by the Competent Authority.

Assessment

As a minimum, assessment must satisfy applicable regulatory requirements, which include requirements in the Standards for Registered Training Organisations current at the time of assessment.

Assessment must occur through suitable scenarios and where possible, simulated workplace operational situations that replicate workplace conditions.

Assessment processes and techniques must be appropriate to the language, literacy and numeracy requirements of the work being performed and the needs of the candidate.
Resources for assessment include:

- a range of relevant exercises, case studies and/or simulations
- applicable documentation including workplace procedures, regulations, codes of practice and operation manuals
- Mandatory Assessment Instrument (MAI)
- relevant materials, tools, equipment and personal protective equipment currently used in industry.

Mandated Assessment Instrument

Registered Training Organisations must contact their Competent Authority to obtain a copy of the MAI.

The assessor must use the MAI to conduct the summative competency assessment. The MAI must be used in accordance with its directions as specified.

Evidence of competence is established using the MAI, which involves responses to questions about knowledge and an assessment of responses to practical scenario-based problems.

Links

Companion Volume implementation guides are found in VETNet - https://vetnet.education.gov.au/Pages/TrainingDocs.aspx?q=df441c6e-213d-43e3-874c-0b3f7036d851